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One: Personal Growth, The Game of Life “an Introduction” 
We are Travelers on a journey around, across, up and down the United States of America 
and Canada.  So far, this magical journey has taken over 3 years and covered 105,000 
surface miles.  We are a company of three very sensitive and enlightened individuals.  
We have observed a great deal and received valuable insights, wisdom and clarity along 
the way from guidance to share.  We hope what you take from what you see hear will do 
the same for you and yours. 

 

 
 

The “uS” Project focus is on you and why it is so important for you to remember how 
great a being you truly are.  In order to reacquaint with the true nature of which you need 
to be, one must peel away layer upon layer of accumulated outdated beliefs, rules, 
thoughts and behaviors that are blocking progress and preventing you from realizing your 
desires, dreams and success in life and relationships.  Some of the comments we hear 
frequently are: 

• Why do I have a sense of being unfulfilled, lacking: there is something missing … 
more to life than this. 

• Why does dark stuff keep repeating? 
• Why is it so important to stay positive? 
• Why am I finding it harder and harder to meet life challenges? 
• Why do I keep attracting the same wrong kind of people? 
• Why does my success seem to stay just out of reach? 
• It has become hard to tell what is truth from fiction. 
• Who am I and why am I here? 
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To navigate thru what is coming our way, you will need to sharpen some tools we all 
have, but over time, have forgotten how to use and allowed to become rusty.  The 
wisdom found in this book will help guide you.    
“Light,” the ultimate tool, is your secret advantage and will be referred to frequently 
throughout the pages in this book.  What is Your Light?  Your Light is your power; it is 
what you are searching for in life.  Inward is where you will find it.  10 

Discernment is a very important tool.  In life, you will need to know the difference 
between what your light says is truth and what others say is truth.  Which direction is 
right for you and which is not?  Your light speaks to you in many ways so you will need 
to pay attention and feel your way through.  Do not let guilt, pity, habit, hopelessness, 
doubt, I cannot, I do not know, fear, be your guides and make your choices.  Take a deep 
breath, calm yourself, wait, and look for the other choice.  For us, fear, frustration and 
doubt were our guides and made our choices for too long.  Now we know to face all these 
emotions and not let them take us over.  Then your light can get through to you and guide 
you.  17 
The “uS” Project has over 400 messages from Guidance to share with humanity.  The 
wisdom is sustainable, simple and to the point for all ages to understand; and has been 
assembled in a series of four books as of this writing.  This information is very important 
for you, the people around you, and all people experiencing the same journey as you 
from another perspective.  Enjoy your journey; let it begin anew from this point forward. 
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Two: Personal Growth “a Choice, Plant the Seeds” 

“This is the Test!”   
Whatever Your Life Situation is, Never Give-Up Hope.  Do not let the Pain win and 
Hope Loose.  226 

“Get Quiet and Reconnect!”   
Your Light is Your Truth it does Not Deceive.  Go Inward to find it.  Trust Your Light.  
227 

“Time to Let Go!” 
Everyone must tame their “Tiger that is within them”, or it will attack even the innocent 
for it knows no boundaries.  228 

“Don't be Afraid to Change!”  
Once you are Awake You can See who or what is Draining You in Life.  Next step is to 
replace them with ones that Balance and Support You.  If you do not they will suck you 
dry just like a vampire.  229 

“Just So You Know.” 
Life is the school and the Experiences Are the Lessons.  Learn the lessons and “You” can 
change.  230 

“Experiences May Differ!” 
When it comes to Wisdom the Methods may differ but the Idea Does Not.  Do not 
discard the Idea.  231 

“Stay True to Your Light!” 
Can You Shine Your Light in Every Moment in a world that has Darkness tempting you 
to join?  That is the challenge for Us All.  232 

“Letting Go was not intended to Be Hard or to make you Suffer!” 
In life situations, if you volunteer to “Let Go” it is much easier to move on to the next 
step.  If it has to be Taken it is much harder to move on and you may or may not make it 
to the next step.  233   

“Laughter helps ease the Pain!” 
Remember to “Be Kind and Gentle” to you on your Journey, this is always overlooked 
especially in the Low Moments.  Master this and your world is a Better Place.  234  

“Step into Your Light!” 
Your Light is “Beyond” All the Beliefs that are known to you.  To know your Light you 
have to Let Go and Be Open.  235 
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“Pay Attention to You on your Journey!” 
Darkness is Saying and Doing Things that Do Harm to You and Others.  Light is just the 
Opposite.  Darkness is a Detour.  Light is Empowerment.  236 

“You can Master this Idea!” 
Do all things in Life because You “Want To,” not because you “Have To”.  Just by 
changing this viewpoint, it will change your experiences for the better.  237 

“Don't Get Stuck!” 
If you have not Learned Anything, it means You haven't Changed Anything.  Changing 
ways of Being moves you to the next step.  238 

“You Need to Recharge Yourself!” 
Balance in Life means, whatever You Give Out to Others You Must Give EQUALLY to 
You.  If you do not, Life will give you a Time Out to Re-energize and show you the 
Imbalance.  239 

“Be Free of Possessions!” 
The Idea to “Own” is one that is an Illusion.  You never really “Own” anything, and in 
many cases, it “Owns” You.  Instead, just enjoy the item then Let Go.  240 

“You Can Walk Away!” 
Can you live Life without a Conventional Home and everything that goes with it?  YES!  
If you choose to do so, there is no Limit on how you can create your own way of Living.  
Do not let fear stop you from living a Life that is possible for you.  241 

“You Need to Focus Inward!”  
Pay attention to the Energy you use when you Speak or any Action you take.  You will 
be able to identify if it is a Dark or Light Energy right away.  Remember you only want 
to send out Light Energy.  242 

“You Can Change Perspectives!” 
How you see life will tell you everything and what you need to change about you.  
Paying Attention is the Key.  243 
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Three: Personal Growth, The Game of Life “Changing Beliefs” 

“Can't say this enough!” 
The More You let go of the Material Stuff, the More Free You Become.  The Material 
Stuff is the Distraction; it keeps you from Being You.  244 

“Look Inward until You Find It!” 
You can be Self Sustained on the Outside, the next step is to be Self Sustained on the 
Inside, and you have to reconnect with Your Light to make this happen.  245 

“It's Easier to Change the Little Things!” 
Changing the Big Things in your Life are obvious but the Little Things in Life are even 
more Important.  Why, because they Will Evolve to the Bigger Things and the Bigger 
they are the Harder it is to Stop.  247 

“Practice, Practice, Practice!” 
“To Free Your Mind”, translation, No Thoughts or Emotions on the Inside, then 
information can flow to you.  248 

“Look for This!” 
“The Journey is More Important than the Goal”.  Which means, How You Achieved it 
and What Methods You Used to Get the Goal is what is Important.  Are they Dark or 
Light Methods every step of the way?  249 

“Step Out of Your Comfort Zone!” 
Do not follow just one group or One-way of Being.  Explore and Try Other Methods and 
ways of Being on Your Journey.  Remember, Be Adventurous You may be surprised at 
what is waiting for you.  250 

“There are Different types of Schools.”  
What are you well educated in, knowledge from Societies Schools or The School of Life?  
Societies Schools will evolve the outside.  The School of Life will evolve Your Light.  
You can choose either; just make sure You make the choice and Not Others.  251 

“Be Selective!” 
Look to see Where an “Idea” or “Belief” will Lead You Before You choose to follow and 
Attach yourself to it.  Any signs of darkness do not follow.  252 

“The Doorway is Inward!” 
Your Light does exist and to think otherwise is a Loss and a Tragedy beyond measure.  
253 
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“Allow All to Come Up!” 
The “Void” is a Transitional Phase You will pass through going from the Outside way of 
Being to your Lights way of Being.  The duration depends on how well you process each 
item that rises from within.  Patience and the Will to Continue is the Key.  254 

“More Cleaning!”  
Why will some go through the “Void”?  It is your Lights way of Cleaning House.  There 
are Things that You are still attached to and need to Let Go Of.  Once this is done it 
opens the Path for Your Light to come through and Reconnect.  255 

“If No Changes are made Pain and Suffering will continue!”  
We each have a Theme we are working.  Events will continue to show up on Your Path 
until You Make Peace with them and they have No Power over You.  The steps of 
Change may be small but nonetheless it is a step towards Freedom of Pain and Suffering.  
No matter what, “Keep Changing”.  256 

“One Method to Get Control!” 
Some feelings start in the Stomach area then will rise to your head if you let them.  Once 
it gets to the head, it has control over you and wants to be released.  To stop it from rising 
up, focus inward as soon as you can and it will stop, now you are in control.  Each time 
you do this it gets weaker and will eventually be gone.  257 

“Understand the Difference!” 
“True” and “Truth” are not the same.  “True”, is when you attach yourself to an Idea or 
Belief then you will make it Become True.  “Truth”, is being able to see through the 
illusions that are in Front of you, now you are your Light.  258 

“Don't Resist Go with the Flow!” 
Societies Life Plan is a House of Cards.  At some point you will see how Fragile it is on 
your Path.  Stay Calm as best as you can, there is a Reason for the situation you are 
facing.  Changes are needed in Your Life going forward so go with the flow and Don't 
Resist Make the Changes.  259 

“They Must Want It!”   
You can Not Give a “Quality” to someone in Life They must give it to himself or herself.  
All you can do is Teach or show them the “Quality”; the rest is up to them.  Examples of 
“Quality” would be Trust or Wisdom.  260 

“Time is up!”  
We are Infinite Beings understanding Limited ways of Being.  There is an End to it All 
and the time is Now.  Life is giving you an Opportunity, Take-It and Don't Look Back.  
261 

“You Are Never “Above” Anyone!” 
Remember, You are a Student just as much as you are a Teacher.  If you forget, Life will 
send someone in to remind you how much You Don't Know.  262 
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Four: Personal Growth, Understanding “Own the Change” 

“Why Follow when You Already Are a Leader?”  
“Don't attach yourself to the People giving the Knowledge, the Information is what's 
Important.  Take the Information given if it speaks to you and Apply It.  263 

“Information is everywhere” 
We All Fear the “Loss of someone or something”.  When the truth is everything takes 
another Form of energy, and can be accessed but we just forgot how, But that is 
changing, we are All Remembering.  264 

“Allow Yourself to Relax into Nothing.” 
Better to Be Deep in No Thought than to Be Deep in Thought.  265 

“They Always Start Small!”   
Signs that show you are Moving Out-of-Gratitude and Becoming Ungrateful.  When you 
start Demanding, Expecting, complaining, No Enjoyment in the Moment and can Only 
See the Bad.  Being Aware is How You Change.  266 

“Stay in Your Peace and Calm Space!”   
Once you start going inward, you will find you are at Peace most of the time.  What takes 
you out of Your Peace, is Your Choice, remember it is a Choice.  267 

“Advantages of Observing!” 
Now that you are Observing Yourself, there is No Need to send a Messenger to play it 
out for you, less drama.  This is just one of the benefits when you start paying attention to 
yourself.  268 

“Just Relax and Remember.”   
Lucid dreams are ones that you can interact in, meaning you can ask questions and you 
will get the answers.  How do you know if it is a Lucid Dream?  It will seem very real 
like you are there.  You just need to remember you can talk.  269 

“Follow Your Light!”   
When You start to Reconnect with Your Light You will Have to Let Go of being in 
Control and pay attention Inward in order to be guided by your Light.  In the beginning, 
you will find most of your time is free to do what ever and very little time is needed by 
Your Light.  As You Progress, this does change and you will Enjoy It.  270 

“Go Within and Listen!”  
Most will learn a Correct Response and then cannot wait to Repeat It.  Very few will be 
Aware enough to Respond from their Light.  Just Know Both responses are there you just 
have to “Listen”.  271 
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“Don't Hold On!”  
The Darkness is just a Teacher not a way of life.  272 

“Don't Relive It Again!”  
When a Negative Emotion or Energy starts to arise within you because of a Current 
Moment, Just Know it is not about the Current Moment it is About a Past Moment when 
it was all created.  This Moment is Showing You it's Still There and it is Time to Let Go 
and Be Free.  273 

“Information!”  
There is a space just before you wake up, if you are aware enough, you can get 
information from your Light, they speak to You about what to expect.  To access it, you 
have to slowly move towards waking up if you go to fast you will miss it.  274 

“To Be Free!” 
As You Progress into Your Light, You know the Darkness exists but it no longer draws 
you in, What a Feeling in that Moment!  275 

“Knowledge Gives You More Choices.”  
The “Path Least Traveled”, Is Inward.  Most will spend their time only on the Outward 
because they are not aware of both paths; this is why only one is taken and why 
expanding your Knowledge Changes everything.  276 

“Enough!”  
When You start saying things like; “I'm Done”, “I Don't want to be like this anymore”, “ 
I Don't like what I have Become”, You are telling Your Light You are Ready to Come 
Back to Your True Self.  Pay attention because things will be presented to you to get 
back on track.  277 

“Let Go of Your Defensive Behavior!”   
Your Defensive Line will be your Most Challenging to Let Go because it is heavily 
fortified.  Just remember, Your Light Does Not Need to be Defended it Can Stand on its 
own, so Let Go.  278 

“What a Gift!”   
When what people Say No longer gets a Reaction or has an Effect on You, it is a moment 
of Being Free and You are Standing in Your Light.  280 

“It All Gets Recorded!”   
To Your Light; It’s “How” You got your wealth and “What” You did with it that is 
important, Not Your Net Worth.  You Can be Sure this will be looked at either Now or 
Latter.  279 
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Five: Personal Growth, “Give it Energy = “Action” 

“It's Not Bad It's Good!”  
Bronco Busting Time, which means, Life is going to Ride and Disrupt your way of Life 
until You Let Go and Change.  Life is telling you it is Time to “Do” what you came here 
to do, so Don't Resist and Move On.  281 

“Eventually They Will Ware You Down.” 
Life on the Outside will continue to offer You Carrots to Chase on your path.  The 
question is, “How long do you want to Chase these Illusions?”  282 

“Fear will take you over if you don’t Take Back Your Control!” 
Phobias are where you are Headed if You Do Not Face and Change what is being shown 
to you.  If you reach this advanced stage, Help is needed to get you back in control.  283 

“This Too is Possible if we choose so!”  
We as Individuals can Change Ourselves, But We as a Whole can Also Make Changes.  
The Darkness greatest fear is the People all Unite and Take Back their Power that was 
surrendered to just a few.  284 

“The Eyes are a Doorway” 
When you look into someone’s eyes long enough you can make a connection to Their 
Light.  If you are still on the inside, you will be able to feel it when the connection is 
made.  Everything changes in that moment; observe the magic.  285 

“Our Version is Diluted Compared to Our Lights Version.” 
 To us Compassion, Gratitude, Forgiveness, Acceptance are Words with a variety of 
Understandings, sometimes practiced sometimes not. To Our Light they are a Way of 
Life with a Feeling Unlike any other.  The Levels or Versions are Very Different most 
are not even close to their Lights Version.  286 

“Beware of This!”   
Most will want Big Changes when only taking Small Steps.  287 

“You Now Create on Purpose!” 
To be Awaken means you are “Remembering” your True Nature.  Things that once made 
since no longer do in Life.  You are aware of everything on the Inside and the Outside, 
everything about you changes just because you are Now Aware.  Now you are Back on 
Track.  288 

“Life Wisdom!” 
The Darkness is a Master at Changing the Meaning or Understanding on Everything in 
Life.  The best way to see through their illusions is to look at their intentions on what is 
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being shown.  Their signature is Always a Negative Feeling or Idea and most importantly 
it will only serve a few never the whole, that is the Clue.  289 

“These will Help You Reconnect.” 
Tones and Notes of Music are Very Important to the Body and your Light.  When you 
find the ones that Resonates with You, your body will “Vibrate” and or have a Feeling of 
Joy.  Take the time to Find Yours.  290 

“The “Now” Is the Focus!” 
Reliving past, “Good Moments” also takes You Out of the Current Moment.  This in 
addition, you must Let Go of.  You Must Master being in This Moment and No Other.  
291 

“Water is Very Important!” 
Our Body is Mostly water, but we eat more solids than water.  This in itself should Speak 
Volumes.  Our understanding of what Water offers us is greatly understated.  Your Light 
says; “Life for You is in the Water so drink up”.  292 

 

 
 

“This Is a Must!”  
Bless your food and water with Your Light energy.  This will give it Positive energy and 
put Life back into them.  Also, do not confuse Gratitude with Blessing they are Different.  
293 

“Most will Take Small Steps” 
The stronger your mindset the smaller the steps to change.  When you have little or no 
mindset, the steps towards change are bigger.  294 

“They are Just the Messengers.”  
Your Battle is not with the person or thing that pushes your Buttons.  In these moments 
You Must Face what rises within you.  Your “Focus” is what Stops and Changes the 
energies and thoughts.  295 
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“Being Neutral Doesn't Mean You Can't Offer Assistance!” 
Not being on One Side or the other is Being Neutral; this is Your True Nature.  Some 
advantages of being neutral, you can see and understand Both sides, also a Solution will 
be given to you that favors Both.  Not to mention you have no Emotions or thoughts on 
either side.  296 

 “We All Get to Choose!”   
There is your way, The Darks way or Your Lights way of doing Life.  Most will have a 
mixture of all the above, some a little heavy in the first two.  Eventually we all go back to 
One Way of being, our Light, because we now understand the difference.  297 

“You Will Review All!” 
Just so You Know Everything you Say, Think, Action You Take and All Emotions or 
Energies used are ALL RECORDED for You to Review.  What you did not learn or 
Change will be repeated until you do.  So lying, ignoring and cheating is futile.  This is 
what is meant by, “ You are only Hurting Yourself.”  298 
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Six: Personal Growth, The Game of Life “Give it Life” 

“This Is How You Know!”  
When You Fully Understand a Lesson, You Will Stop Doing It if it is one that is Dark, 
and if it is one of Light You will Continue and seek More.  299 

“Especially Inward Stay Calm and Keep Searching!”  
Society does not Tell You the Full story, there are many pieces Missing or Changed.  
Most are starting to understand this and are searching for the Missing Pieces or Truth.  It 
is when in Life you Stop Searching You need to Pay Attention too.  Searching Is a Tool 
that keeps You Moving On to the next Step in Life.  300 

“Being Aware is the Key.” 
In Life You will relive past moments to be given an opportunity to Change the outcome.  
If you do Change Your response and/or reaction in this current moment you also Change 
the past moment.  To Your Light this is HUGE and for you it is empowering.  301 

“Strength Comes from Within You and Shows-up in Many Different Ways.”  
For me, my Strength for Change Lies in Understanding, Once I Understand, Strength 
shows up and Change is Easy.  You must discover where your Strength to Change Lies, 
then the lesson will go much faster.  302 

“Never Let These Energies Make Your Choices!” 
When you are about to make a choice in Life Check Inward First to Feel and see what 
Energy is Present.  If it is, Sadness, Guilt, Hatred, Fear, Pity, Anger to name a few Dark 
ones, it means these Energies are Making the Decision for You and Will Likely Continue 
until You Face and Change them.  Get Back to Your Calm Space before you say or do 
anything.  303 

“There are All Kinds of Habits!” 
Any Habit is an addiction, why, because you keep Doing It.  304 

“The Energy is What You are Joining Not the Words!”  
Before attaching yourself to an “Idea” or “Belief”, Observe and Feel what Energies are 
behind them first.  This Energy is really what they are about; the Words are the 
Distraction or the Lure to get you to Join.  305 

“Many Types of Pains in Life!” 
Pain exists for us as a Teacher and to get Your Attention.  Once You Feel the Pain most 
will stop the behavior, some will continue.  306 
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“Learn to Feel Again!”   
You must Master identifying and Feeling All the Energies within You when they show 
up.  Next step, take this tool and apply it when you are with others.  Feel their energy 
when they speak or do not speak this will tell you “Instantly” what you are dealing with.  
Once You Master this, You Will Breeze right through the Darkness untouched.  307 

“Both are Present!” 
There is just as much Light as there is Dark on your journey.  It all depends on you, 
which one do you seek the most.  308 

“There is No Need to Relive the Whole Event Just Face the Energy!”   
To “Face” means Focus Your Attention on or look at the Energy that Arises within You 
in All Moments.  This will break the connection to the thoughts or words that go with it.  
In addition, this will make the Energy Weaker.  You may have to “Face” them a few 
times before they are gone so be patient.  309 

“The Change Occurs in Your Perception!”   
To Your Light; there Is No Loss, there Is Only Change.  310 

“Look for This When You Focus Inward!” 
When a Thought comes from Your Light, it is always Very Subtle and is Non-
Aggressive.  It will seem like a suggestion or Thought You may not have ever 
considered.  If it is delivered any other way you can be Sure it is Not Coming From Your 
Light.  311 

“Inward Work that Must Be Done!”   
Let Your Light Energies rise, take You Over then Release and Share with Others.  Do not 
Let Dark Energies rise; take You Over or Release and Share with Others.  312 

“Things are Evolving Faster”   
The Evolution process has sped up; which means what used to take several steps to 
achieve is now taking fewer steps.  This is happening to both Light and Dark Ways of 
Being. 

“You are to Focus on You in All Situations!”  
Remember, things in Life are not happening “To You,” things in life are happening “For 
You.”  All to expose what you carry within you, be it your Light or Dark stuff.  315 

“Try Not to Ask the “Why” Question”  
Questions, “In Life Your questions get answered and you must “Fully Understand All the 
Answers;” if you do not, an experience or an event will come about to give you the 
Understanding You Lack.  So Be Very careful of the entire “Why” questions you ask on 
your path.  Example of a “Why” question you might not want to ask is; Why do people 
get divorce?  316 
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“Give It to Yourself!”   
That what you give to others is what you came here to give to yourself, go within to find 
it.  318 
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Seven: Understanding the Game of Life “Make it so!” 

“Disappointment Can only Exist if You Hold On To It!” 
“Disappointment” is an Illusion and a self-imposed form of suffering.  This “Idea” does a 
lot of damage to You And your Light, time to Let-Go.  319 

“This Takes Patience!” 
When you can feel the “Quiet or Stillness”, you are “In” your Light.  There is Energy or 
Profoundness In the “Quiet” so be Still to Connect.  320 

“Why in Life You Have “Highs” and “Lows”” 
This is one of the Best ways of testing to see if you are coming from your Light with No 
Conditions or is it Phony and has Many Conditions?  Example: Your Happiness is the 
test, are you just as happy when you have nothing as when you had everything?  Your 
Lights Happy never changes, Phony Happy Changes, this will all Show Up in the “Low 
Moments”.  321 

“Each Can Only Change Themselves!” 
Some want to Change Others in Life, this “Idea” never ends well so do not “Attach” you 
to this one.  If you are already Attached and practicing this “Idea” You Must Change 
You, ironic is it not.  322 

“Impressing Everyone Else Is a Detour!”   
Your “Light” Is the Only one to impress in Life.  The Rewards are Beyond What you 
know to be True.  323 

“A Great Tool!”  
As you progress into Your “Light,” you will be able to identify if “Light Energy” is being 
used or behind everything that crosses your path.  This ability allows you to see through 
the “Phony Good” and the Deceptions Being played out.  324 

“You Are to Stop the Behavior Not Delay It!” 
Keeping “Score” in Life does not Fix Anything; it is a “Delay” and adds another Layer 
for you to change.  325 

“Getting Back On Track” 
Most are trying to Hold On to Society's Dream when it's Time to Let Go of this “Idea”, 
there is Another “Idea” emerging where Everyone Wins not just a few.  328 

“It's All about the Energies You Use!” 
“Dark” energies have No Boundaries they want to be used in Everything You say and Do 
in Life as long as You allow them to rise within you, take You over and be released to 
others.  “Light” energies only follow your True Nature they Will Never give Life To or 
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be Behind Anything That does Harm to You or Others; understand the difference and 
know both are Within You.  329 

 “These Behaviors Will do A Lot of Damage to you.” 
When these Behaviors cross your Path, “Yelling and Arguing”, Dark Energies are being 
used and released.  No “Light” energy is participating here and neither should you, if you 
can, Walk Away.  330 

“You Are The Source!” 
Buttons in Life that will release the Feeling; Most will attach themselves to the Person, 
Place Or Thing that Pushed the Button thinking this is What or How You get Happiness 
or Joy.  The Buttons were intended to Remind You of the Feeling and Where You Go to 
Find It, Within You Not on The Outside.  Do not attach yourself to the Messenger or 
Button; attach yourself to you and find it within.  326 

“This Is How We as a Whole Do It!” 
Uniting, Coming Together and We Stand as One, Must All Be in Peace then WE are on 
the Light Path as a Whole.  331 

“Turning the Heat Up is Needed to Help You Let Go!” 
Because we Hold on to Some Life Experiences and either Can't or Won't Let Go or 
Forgive them, Life Will turn the Heat Up in these Experiences Until You Do.  332 

“When You Un-Busy Yourself You Can put the Pieces Together.”  
Life as we currently are living leaves No time for you to step into your “Light” and 
Evolve You.  This you must change and make more time available for you to Change 
You.  333 

“The Information Will Come Quick.”   
To be guided by your “Light” You must be in your Peace and Calm space within to be 
able to know your next move.  How the information arrives will vary so pay attention.  
334 

“To Help Change a Belief You Must Show It Exists!” 
Those that Need the Most Compassion or Kindness need an Abundance of these given to 
them.  Why, because they do not believe they exist.  So, shine your “Light” in these 
moments.  335 

“Things Will Come and Go.”   
As You change and Remodel Your way of Being, people, places and old ways of Life 
Will Drop Away to end the Understanding.  All New people and places will show up to 
help you on the Next Understanding.  Do not get comfortable because the Remodeling 
will continue, as well as Life Understandings will continue to Change.  336 

“One Will Live Forever, One Will Not!” 
Live to Inspire Not to Show Off.  337 
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----- Discover More Messages in Book 1, 2 & 4  ---- 

 

Thank you for downloading this e-Book.  You are welcome to share with your friends.  
This book may be reproduced, copied, and distributed for non-commercial purpose 
provided the book remains in its complete original form.  We would greatly appreciate 
you providing a positive review of this work.  Thank you for your support.  

More Books from the Author 
The series includes four books highlighting more than 400 messages received from 
Guidance containing profound wisdom and valuable nuggets of inspiration to aid you in 
fulfilling your True Nature and Purpose for being on this ride we share individually, 
together.  There is no order to which book you should read first.  We suggest that you 
study each at your own pace.  Share, with family members and friends and pass the 
wisdom forward.  May you and yours find peace, safety and abundance on your Life 
Journey. 
Book 1: The Self Improvement Guide: 100 Tips for “Boosting Your Quality of Life” 

Book 2: Wisdom The Guide To True Freedom, “100 Life Tips”  
Book 3: Understanding The Game Of Life, “100 Life Tips” Self-Help for Personal 
Growth 
Book 4:  Self Love:  You Are The Gift “Value You!” 
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